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Octavo Corporation (www.octavo.com) was established in 1997 to publish and preserve books, manuscripts, and antiquarian printed materials using state-of-the-art digital tools and formats. The company uses high-resolution digital imaging technology to digitize rare books for academia, libraries, professionals, and retail consumers.

Stored in library and museum vaults and rare book collections, most of these books are unavailable to the public. Octavo's editions now make them accessible to the average person without trips to research libraries or museums. These editions let readers experience the books as they were first presented hundreds of years ago along with the benefits of electronic searching and copying, without handling the originals. Readers can browse the text, read it from cover-to-cover, or examine the finest details, such as the letterpress type or the texture of the paper or the details of the end papers or binding.

It usually takes Octavo's conservators a week or two to complete the imaging process. They position the book in a custom-built cradle under careful lighting, to capture all the details of the book's binding, paper, and typographic features. They then photograph the material with a traditional large-format camera using a hand-built digital film insert. These relatively rare cameras are used by NASA for technical analysis, by Lawrence Livermore Labs for optical analysis, by high tech companies for wafer analysis, and by law enforcement agencies for forensic work.

Camera operators create sharp and accurate images at resolutions up to 10,600 x 12,800 pixels, capturing as much as 750 MB of data with every digital image. This ensures that the books are “imaged once and archived for decades.” Evidently, today's computer monitors cannot display such high resolution images adequately nor can storage media conveniently store and distribute them. But having the images at such a high resolution means that Octavo can easily repurpose its source files for new, yet-to-be-developed technologies. Octavo currently publishes its titles on CD-ROM at about half of its full resolution capabilities; and it is poised to release titles on DVD. The CD-ROM contains three versions of the page images in Adobe Acrobat format: Browse (72 dpi), Read (144 dpi), and Examine (432 dpi).

After the photography phase, the images are processed, formatted, and collated against the original work. The completed images and text are combined and distilled into Adobe Acrobat format. Bookmarks are created to help readers navigate through the edition (indices, tables of contents, etc.). Each edition also contains a commentary by a noted expert, useful articles about the book arts, bibliographical information, book collations, binding descriptions, and help files.

The editors also create a hyperlinked table of contents, complete with indices for illustrations and appropriate links. Editions in languages other than English contain a full English translation that is hyperlinked to the book's text. They also include a transcription, which goes through a compositing process to reset the pages to correspond and link to the appropriate sections of the page image. This permits a search on the underlying text to go directly to its exact location on the page image. The editions also contain thumbnails of the original page views in the side margins to allow readers to go directly to that view in the book with a single click of the thumbnail.

Manuscripts and Latin editions often include abbreviations and print variants. For example, the Latin alphabet has no j or w, using ii and uu (double u) where v often substitutes for u. Latinists and medievalists examine the texts and transcriptions to insure that everything corresponds properly. Thus, when the text contains an abbreviation or a ligature, such as dm, a researcher can search for “decert” and locate the exact location of the term, even if it is abbreviated in the original. Long S's and c's with curlicues are also converted to their modern counterparts.

After an intensive editorial process of capturing the book’s original text, converting it to digital format, and proofing for correctness against the original, the text is placed behind the high-resolution image of the page. This results in what Octavo calls “live text” which is completely searchable. Text passages can also be copied and pasted into other applications. Librarians who have wanted the best of both worlds—page image and fully searchable ASCII text—now have it with Octavo editions. The result is breathtaking imagery combined with full functionality.

Readers can magnify page images in some cases up to 800% of the original book's size to examine minute details. They can also access pages quickly using bookmarks that are organized like a table of contents and can be displayed along the left side of the window, aside the page image, or hidden for easier reading. They can also select and copy any text or portion of an image for pasting into another application for non-commercial uses. Instead of endorsing a particular operating system, platform, or display technology, Octavo produces its digital books in Adobe Acrobat format, making them cross-platform compatible. Readers have the same look and feel regardless of whether they use Windows, Macintosh, OS/2, or UNIX.


Plans for volume two include: Thomas Bell: A Monograph of the Testudinata, Jacob Bigelow: American Medical Botany, continued on page 58
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Aproval vendors categorize. That’s our role, and all that happens downstream flows from this first step, a bibliographer’s categorization of books by subject, format, and readership level.

Some decisions are straightforward; some are not. Categorizing works of fiction into our readership level categories of “Popular” and “General—Academic” is one of the most difficult decisions we make each day. It’s an act of instant literary criticism that we perform in a matter of minutes, separating novels that seem to show literary ambition from those which aim to fit squarely into a genre.

That’s not to say “wheat from chaff,” since these days academic libraries show some interest in genre novels, reflecting the attention that mysteries, science fiction, and other popular works now receive from scholars in their research and teaching.

Here are two lists of novels, our best-selling titles over the past six months in YBP’s “General—Academic” and “Popular” categories, each arranged in descending order by number of copies sold. The former still outpaces the latter—with Ralph Ellison’s Juneteenth, with 114 copies sold to date, outselling our top popular novel, Thomas Harris’s Hannibal, by a margin of a bit more than two to one. Likewise, in moving down the pair of lists, Ernest Hemingway, Salmon Rushdie, Willa Cather, Joyce Carol Oates, and Julian Barnes all trounce Anne Rice, Stephen King, and Mary Higgins Clark when it comes to sales per title. While this surely reverses the pattern you’ve seen at your local Borders or Barnes & Noble, the library sales we see today for popular novels are sometimes considerable, if not approaching the level of interest we see for their weightier cousins. We hope that our lists will help to spark a debate on the literary canon within your library.

**Innovations**

from page 56

Giovanni Battista Bracelli: Bizzarrie di Varie Figure (Various bizarre figures), Lewis Carroll: The Adventures of Alice in Wonderland; Through the Looking Glass, Alexander Jackson Davis: Rural Residences, Etc.; consisting of Designs, Original and Selected, for Cottages, Farmhouses, Villas, and Village Churches, Domenico Fontana: Della Trasportazione dell’Obelisco Vaticanio (The transportation of the Vatican obelisk), Homer Beatae Mariae ad usum Romanum (The hours of the Blessed Virgin Mary according to the Roman use), Gerardus Mercator: Atlas sive Cosmographicae Meditationes de Fabrica Mundi et Figurati, Figura (Atlas, or cosmographical meditations on the frame of the world and its form), Andrea Palladio: I Quattro Libri dell’Architettura (Four books on architecture), Agostino Ramelli: Le Diverse et Artificiouse Machine (Various and ingenious machines), Pierre Joseph Redoute: Les Roses, Louis Renard: Poissons, Ecrevisseres et Crabe, de Diverse Couleurs et Figures Extraordinaires... (Fishes, crayfishes, and crabs of diverse coloration and extraordinary form...), Francis Sandford: The History of the Coronation of... James II, Walt Whitman: Leaves of Grass.

Prices for each title range from US$20 to $75, comparable to a hard-cover book or a trade paperback. Discounts are typically less than 20% and may vary by title. This makes it affordable for the retail consumer or a researcher to own a facsimile of rare first editions of landmark publications of Western civilization. (Last year, a copy of Galileo Galilei’s Sidereus Nuncius with a folio missing sold at auction for $250,000.)

Libraries and institutions can set up standing orders for $1,000 per volume which averages $55 for two copies of each title. The standing order program, called the Octavo Digital Rare Book Room, entitles a subscriber to two copies of each title one for reference use and one for lending, an unlimited site license program, a 40% discount (off list price) on replacement costs for lost or stolen copies, and special patron pricing available through a group discount plan. Subscribers also receive a wall-size poster to announce and advertise this new addition to the collection as well as an optional, free clear Lucite display case which holds forty-eight Octavo editions and sports a custom-printed display sign with the library’s or institution’s name on it. For personal attention, librarians can contact Mr. Brett Butler, Library Sales Manager, at 650-470-0159 or brett@jm4.net.

Octavo obtains rare books and manuscripts through partnerships with libraries, museums, and individual collectors. Each partner institution receives royalties on sales, a copy of Octavo’s original source files for its own use, discounts on products, and the opportunity to participate in co-marketing programs.

Octavo cannot publish thousands of digitized titles alone, so the company offers the complete Octavo Digital Lab for resale to institutions under a non-competing licensing agreement. Several libraries and museums around the world are reviewing this digital preservation technology for their own use.

Octavo is creating a digital preservation solution as well as a publishing program by using the highest resolution digital camera available and taking the time to properly photograph books, manuscripts, and other material. Octavo’s data files can conceivably last for centuries and be migrated to new digital media as they are developed.
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